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What is a minority? 

• National minority is an ethnic group of people, which mostly because of 

political reasons stays outside of its original country. 

• Minorities are usually protected with special laws.  

 

 

Officially recognized minorities in Slovenia 

 Officially recognized minorities are the Italian and the Hungarian 

community. 

 The Romani community does not have the position of the national 

minority, it‘s a special ethnic community or a group with special ethnic 

characteristics (their own language, culture)  

 

  



There are three different types of integration of the Roma in Slovenia.  

1. A small part is completely integrated into the Slovene society and 

some of them have become very successful in their field of work.  

2. The second type of Roma lives in the north-eastern Slovenia and 

they have preserved their traditional way of life, but they 

nevertheless live in friendly relations with their Slovene 

neighbours.  

3. Most of the third type of the Roma population in the south – 

eastern Slovenia live in illegal settlements or slums. They are not 

able to integrate into the broader social environment and live in 

constant conflict with their Slovene neighbours. 

 

Supportive laws 

 POLITICAL ORGANISATION : the law on establishment of municipalities 

and the decision of their respective areas, the law on financing of 

municipalities, the law on local self-government, the statutes of the 

national minorities in the Republic of Slovenia (Izola, Koper, Piran, 

Lendava, Moravske Toplice, Dobrovnik, Hodoš, Salovci) 

 CULTURAL ORGANISATION: the national programme of culture  

 EDUCATION, LANGUAGE: the kindergarten act, the elementary school 

act, the gymnasium act, the matura act or the ordinance on the 

establishment of the university of Primorska, the vocational and 

professional education act, the librarianship act and in particular, the 

special rights act of the Hungarian and Italian national communities in 

the field of education.  

 MEDIA: the media act, the Radiotelevizija Slovenija act  

 

Special status of the Roma 

 The law on the Roma community in the Republic of Slovenia was 

adopted in 2007.  

  At the national level and in accordance to the law, the Council of the 

Roma Community of Republica Slovenia, established in Murska Sobota, 

was established in 2007 

 Most Roma in Slovenia speak the Romani language.  



 Under the auspices of the Council of the Roma Community, Murska 

Sobota also operates the Association of Roma of Slovenia in which Roma 

societies are connected (in 2009, 21 were included in it). In recent years, 

the Association of Roma Communities in Slovenia Bela krajina – 

Dolenjska has also been involved with some Roma societies.  

 In 2004, the Ministry of Education and Sport, in cooperation with the 

Union of Roma of Slovenia, adopted the Strategy for the Education and 

Education of Roma in the Republic of Slovenia.  

Stories about Roma people in Slovenia 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKO_srtJ1Qg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZkTe-D3iKQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1OEBnGC3Bs 

 

A Roma village in Slovenia is a model community 

The village of Pušča in Slovenia’s Prekmurje region stands out as a model 

community. Pušča is not just one of the oldest and largest Roma settlements in 

the country; it is also one of the most successful. 

 

Pušča has had a Roma kindergarten since 1962. Over the decades, the 

kindergarten has established such a strong reputation that even many non-

Roma children are enrolled there. This commitment to quality early education 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKO_srtJ1Qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZkTe-D3iKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1OEBnGC3Bs


has ensured that children remain in school longer than is the case in other 

Roma communities and that the overall level of education is higher. 

 

The residents of Pušča would like to share cultural heritage with outsiders. 

They are hoping to offer the Roma-style horseback riding to visitors, who could 

then also spend the night in the traditional Roma tents. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPdvykCnDqM 

The Jewish community in Slovenia 

The Jewish community today is estimated at 400–600 members. Around 130 

are officially registered, most of whom live in Ljubljana.  The Jewish community 

was devastated by Holocaust and has never fully recovered.  

After the civil war of 1991, the Slovenian Jews rebuilt a Jewish community 

centre. The Jewish Cultural Centre (JCC) in Ljubljana serves the social life of the 

city's Jews and international visitors by presenting innovative, entertaining, and 

educational topics through theatre and puppet performances, concerts, 

lectures, Jewish holidays, and other social gatherings. In close partnership with 



Mini theatre, the JCC is the epicentre for critical events and festivals promoting 

tolerance, inclusion, history, and education from western Slovenia to north 

eastern Italy.     

 

On Thursday, the 26th of January 2017 the museum hosted a special guest, a 

WWII camp survivor, who shared his personal experience with us. As a 

teenager, Dušan Stefančič survived the horrors of six concentration camps 

including the notorious destructive camps Dachau and Mauthausen-Gusen. He 

said, "I never lost my will. I would not talk about hope, but I was sure that I 

would return. ". He pointed out that the war is only destruction and does not 

bring anything good. He was always beaten and scared but still remains a very 

positive attitude to this day. 

 

  



Sources: 

History of the Jews in Slovenia, Wikipedia available on: 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_Slovenia] 

Jewish Cultural Centre Ljubljana (JCC) available on [http://www.jkc.si/] 

Slovenia virtual Jewish history tour available on:  
[http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/slovenia-virtual-jewish-history-tour] 

 

The Serbs in Slovenia 

After last population counting there are 200.000 Serbs in Slovenia. 

The Serbs are trying to achieve the official national minority status. 

At the moment, the Serbs don‘t have any officially recognised school or media 

that could protect the Serbian ethnic identity. 

Culture 

In Slovenia there are 4 orthodox churches (the major Serbian religion). 

In the centre of Ljubljana the Serbs have community called Srpska zajednica. 

Latest data tells us that there are 27 registrated Serbian societies. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_Slovenia
http://www.jkc.si/
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/slovenia-virtual-jewish-history-tour


Dances: 

 Užičko kolo (from Užice) 

 Moravac (from Great Morava) 

 Žikino kolo  

 Vranjanka (from Vranje) 

 Čačak  

The Serbian dance  

 

 

Politics 

The Serbian community is expected to get their own political party soon. 

If the Serbs could get a status of a minority, the Serbian language would 

become one of the official languages of Slovenia (other official languages 

are Slovenian, Italian, Hungarian)  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqYlIwnUPeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqYlIwnUPeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqYlIwnUPeg


The Serbian food 

Breakfast 

Burek with yogurt  

 

Kačamak  

 

 

Main Course 

Đuveč 

 

Musaka 

 
Grillings 

Pljeskavica 

 

Ćevapčiči  
 

 
 

 

And many others…  



The Bosnian minority in Slovenia 

 

 

https://ljiljan.wordpress.com/ - Club Ljiljan. 

The Bosnian population in Slovenia 

The Bosniaks in Slovenia primarily live in the capital city of 

Slovenia; Ljubljana. The Bosniaks make up a tiny percentage of the 

Slovenia's population.  They are the third largest minority ethnic group in 

Slovenia, after the Serbs and the Croats.  

Religion 

Today, the majority of Bosniaks are predominantly Muslim. The first 

Bosnian mosque in Slovenia was built in 1916 in Log pod Mangartom on the 

slopes of the Alps. 

 

 

https://ljiljan.wordpress.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosque
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Log_pod_Mangartom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alps


Nowadays, The Islamic Religious Cultural Centre with the mosque is being built 
in the Bežigrad district of Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia.  

 

 

Foods 

 

The food is closely related to former Yugoslav, Middle Eastern, and 

other Balkan cuisines.  

Typical ingredients include tomatoes, potatoes, onions, garlic, bell 

peppers, cucumbers, carrots, cabbage, mushrooms, spinach, courgette, 

dried and fresh beans, plums, milk, paprika and cream 

called pavlaka and kajmak. 

 

 
 

Baklava 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Eastern_cuisine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balkans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garlic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_pepper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_pepper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cucumber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabbage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edible_mushroom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinach
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Courgette
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paprika
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pavlaka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaymak


Tulumba 

 

 
 
Kajmak, Pljeskavica, Ćevapi 

 

 

Burek, sirnica, zeljanica, krompiruša, maslenica, kljukuša, sudžuk, oblatna, 

lepinja, musaka, ćufti, etc.  

National dance – kolo 

The circle dance is performed amongst groups of people (usually several dozen, 

at the very least three) holding each other's hands or having their hands 

around each other's waists (ideally in a circle, hence the name).  

 

 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rFv0DmUHPU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1JEWAvM5Xc 

 

Rights and issues 

Many Muslims and Bosniaks came to Slovenia to work during communist rule, 

as Slovenia was much more developed than Bosnia and Herzegovina.   The 

Bosniaks and Muslims are not recognized as a minority by the authorities of 

Slovenia, and face problems with exercising their rights, including  language 

use, education in mother tongue, participation in public affairs.  

 

Film about our student Almir from Bosnia 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95A_paiI6wg&feature=youtu.be 

 

 

The Minority Voices Newsroom 

 

… is an online multimedia library that allows people to upload, download and 

share their stories related to the subject. 

http://minorityvoices.org/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rFv0DmUHPU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1JEWAvM5Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95A_paiI6wg&feature=youtu.be

